Search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson or dark matter candidates produced in association with a $Z$ boson in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV with the ATLAS detector
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A B S T R A C T

A search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson or dark matter candidates produced in association with a leptonically decaying $Z$ boson in proton–proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV is presented. This search uses 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ of data collected by the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider. No significant deviation from the expectation of the Standard Model backgrounds is observed. Assuming the Standard Model $ZH$ production cross-section, an observed (expected) upper limit of 67% (39%) at the 95% confidence level is set on the branching ratio of invisible decays of the Higgs boson with mass $m_H = 125$ GeV. The corresponding limits on the production cross-section of the $ZH$ process with the invisible Higgs boson decays are also presented. Furthermore, exclusion limits on the dark matter candidate and mediator masses are reported in the framework of simplified dark matter models.
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1. Introduction

The observation of the Higgs boson at the LHC [1,2] not only signified a success of the Standard Model (SM), but also opened a unique opportunity to search for new physics. In the SM, the invisible decay of the Higgs boson ($H \rightarrow ZZ \rightarrow \nu\nu\nu\nu$) has a branching ratio $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ of $1.06 \times 10^{-3}$ for $m_H = 125$ GeV [3]. A larger $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ can exist in many extensions of the SM. For example, a Higgs boson can decay to light neutralinos [4,5], gravitinos in extra-dimension models [6,7], Majorons [8–10], neutrinos [8,11,12], or dark matter (DM) through the Higgs portal model [13,14]. Observation of a $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ significantly above the SM value would give a strong indication for physics beyond the SM (BSM).

The existence of DM is supported by a large body of astrophysical measurements, however its nature still remains mysterious. One of the hypotheses assumes that DM is composed of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [15] that are nearly invisible to particle detectors. Experiments at the LHC can search for WIMPs produced in association with a detectable final state, and provide sensitive constraints on low-mass WIMP production [16–18]. Moreover, models with a sizable $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ often involve a Higgs boson decaying into WIMPs, and thus, studying $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ gives a unique probe into DM through its coupling to the Higgs boson.

The study of LEP data found no evidence of an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with $m_H < 114.4$ GeV [19], assuming a neutral CP-even Higgs boson produced at the SM rate and decaying with $B_{H \rightarrow inv} = 100$. Both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have extended the study to a higher mass range and reported their search results in multiple final states [20–27]. Currently, the most stringent upper limit on $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ is around 24% at the 95% confidence level (CL) [23,25] with $m_H = 125$ GeV. With certain assumptions, constraints on $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ can be inferred from the visible decay channels, and an upper limit of 34% was obtained using LHC Run-1 data [28]. Similarly, DM has been searched for in a range of final states at the LHC [29–43], and no hints have been found to date.

This Letter reports a search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson with $m_H = 125$ GeV or WIMPs produced in association with a $Z$ boson using 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ of data collected by the ATLAS detector in $13$ TeV $pp$ collisions. The search is carried out in a final state with two isolated electrons or muons from a $Z$ boson decay and large missing transverse momentum ($E_T^{miss}$) due to an invisible Higgs boson decay or a WIMP pair ($\ell \ell + E_T^{miss}$). The BSM signal processes typically result in larger $E_T^{miss}$ than in background events. If no obvious deviation from the SM prediction is found, the observed $E_T^{miss}$ distribution is used to constrain the existence of new phenomena. An upper limit on $B_{H \rightarrow inv}$ for $m_H = 125$ GeV can be derived assuming the SM $ZH$ production cross-section. In simplified DM models [17,44,45], WIMP production is mediated by a spin-0 or spin-1 BSM particle (mediator) giving coupling constants to quarks ($g_q$) and WIMPs ($g_F$). Fixing the coupling constants, exclusion limits on the WIMP mass ($m_F$) and the mediator mass ($m_{med}$) can be set. This search adopts a benchmark scenario where
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the WIMP pair is produced through the s-channel exchange of an axial-vector mediator. This choice is motivated by the findings in Ref. [16], which indicated that LHC searches can be more sensitive than direct searches to WIMP production in this particular model with an axial-vector mediator. Fig. 1 gives the leading tree-level diagrams for both ZH production and WIMP production in the benchmark model.

2. ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [46,47] is a large multi-purpose apparatus with a forward–backward symmetric cylindrical geometry\(^1\) and nearly 4\(\pi\) coverage in solid angle. The collision point is encompassed by an inner tracking detector (ID) surrounded by a 2 T superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS) with a toroidal magnetic field. The ID provides tracking for charged particles for \(|\eta| < 2.5\). It consists of silicon pixel and strip detectors surrounded by a straw tube tracker that also provides transition radiation measurements for electron identification. The EM and hadronic calorimeter system covers the pseudorapidity range \(|\eta| < 4.9\). For \(|\eta| < 2.5\), the liquid-argon EM calorimeter is finely segmented and plays an important role in electron and photon identification. The MS includes fast trigger chambers \(|\eta| < 2.4\) and high-precision tracking chambers covering \(|\eta| < 2.7\). A two-level trigger system selects events to be recorded for offline physics analysis [48].

3. Data and simulation

This search utilises data collected with single-lepton triggers by the ATLAS detector during the 2015 and 2016 data-taking periods. A combination of a lower \(p_T\) threshold trigger with an isolation requirement and a higher \(p_T\) threshold trigger without any isolation requirement is used. The \(p_T\) threshold of the isolated electron (muon) trigger ranges from 24 (20) to 26 GeV depending on the instantaneous luminosity. The higher \(p_T\) threshold is 50 (60) GeV for the electron (muon) case over all the data-taking periods. The overall trigger efficiency is above 98% for the BSM signal processes after the full event selection described in Section 4.

To study the invisible Higgs boson decays, Monte Carlo events are produced for the SM ZH process with a subsequent Z boson decay into a dilepton pair and the \(H \rightarrow ZZ \rightarrow \ell\ell\nu\nu\nu\nu\) decay \((ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell + \text{inv})\). The ZH signal processes from both the quark–antiquark \((qqZH)\) and gluon–gluon \((ggZH)\) initial states are modelled with POWHEG-Box v2 [49,50] using the CT10 [51] parton distribution function (PDF) and interfaced to PYTHIA8.186 [52] for parton showering. The kinematic distributions of \(ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell + \text{inv}\) events are described at next-to-leading-order (NLO) in QCD. Additionally, for the \(qqZH\) process, the MINL0 [53] method is applied to improve the gluon resummation calculation, and the \(p_T^\ell\) distribution is corrected to NLO electroweak (EW) accuracy with a reweighting approach detailed in Ref. [3]. The SM ZH production cross-section is computed with next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) QCD and NLO EW precision and found to be 884 fb [3] with \(m_H = 125\) GeV at 13 TeV. The DM signal is modelled with the leading-order \(\text{MADGRAPH}_5\_\text{AMC@NLO}\) matrix element [54] using NNPDF3.0 [55] and showered with PYTHIA8.186. DM signal events with an axial-vector mediator and fermionic WIMPs are produced for different \(m_{\text{med}}\) and \(m_Z\), both in a range from 10 to 1000 GeV. As recommended in Ref. [44], the DM events are generated by choosing \(g_\ell = 0.25\), \(g_\nu = 1\), and a minimal mediator width. The AZNLO [56] and A14 [57] parameter sets are used to tune the PYTHIA8.186 parton-shower for the simulation of the \(ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell + \text{inv}\) and DM signals, respectively.

The backgrounds to this search include various diboson processes \((ZZ, WZ, WW)\), the production of \(t\bar{t}, Wt, WZ, Zt, Zb, Wb\) and \(WZ\) boson in association with jets (\(W + jets, Z + jets\)), and rare processes such as three-boson production (denoted by \(VVV\) with \(V = W\) or \(Z\)) and the production of \(t\bar{t}\) accompanied by one or two vector bosons \((t\bar{t}V(V))\). These background processes can result in the \(\ell\ell + E_T^{\text{miss}}\) final state with at least one boson decaying leptonically.

Production of \(Z\) bosons is modelled with POWHEG-Box v2 and cc2vv316 [58,59] for the quark–antiquark \((qqZZ)\) and gluon–gluon \((ggZZ)\) initial states, respectively. The \(qqZZ\) and \(ggZZ\) events are described at NLO and LO QCD accuracies, respectively. The \(qqZZ\) production cross-section is corrected to NNLO QCD and NLO EW precision using K-factors binned in the invariant mass of the \(Z\) system, provided by the authors of Refs. [60,61]. The QCD and EW corrections to the \(qqZZ\) cross-section are assumed to factorise, as suggested in Ref. [62]. In addition, the \(ggZZ\) production cross-section is scaled to account for the NLO QCD correction [63]. The \(WZ\) and \(WW\) processes are generated with POWHEG-Box v2, and their production cross-sections are predicted in NLO in QCD. All the diboson events are generated with the CT10 PDF set and showered using PYTHIA8.186 with the AZNLO tune.

\textsc{Sherpa}2.2.1 [64] is used to model the \(Z + jets\) process, and the \(Z\) boson \(p_T\) distribution is matched to data. The \(W + jets\) events are generated with POWHEG-Box v2 interfaced to PYTHIA8.186. Both the \(t\bar{t}\) and \(Wt\) events are simulated with POWHEG-Box v2 and showered with PYTHIA6.428 [65]. The cross-sections of these processes are all calculated at NNLO in QCD. The rare \(VVV\) background, consisting of \(WWW, WWZ, WZZ\) and \(ZZZ\) production processes, is modelled with \textsc{Sherpa}2.1.1. \(\text{MADGRAPH}_5\_\text{AMC@NLO}\) interfaced to PYTHIA8.186 is used to generate the \(t\bar{t}V(V)\) background events that account for \(t\bar{t}W, t\bar{t}Z\) and \(t\bar{t}WW\) production processes.

Generated events are processed through the ATLAS detector simulation [66] based on GEANT4 [67]. Additional \(p_p\) collisions in the same proton bunch crossing (pile-up) are simulated with PYTHIA8.186 and overlaid to simulated events to mimic the real collision environment. The distribution of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing in the simulation is weighted to reflect that in data. Simulated events are processed with the same reconstruction algorithms as for the data. Furthermore, the lepton momentum scale and resolution, the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies, and the trigger efficiencies in the simulation are corrected to match that measured in data.

4. Selection criteria

This search is carried out in a \(\ell\ell + E_T^{\text{miss}}\) final state, which contains large \(E_T^{\text{miss}}\) and a pair of high-\(p_T\) isolated electrons (ee) or
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event selection criteria in the $\ell\ell + E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ search.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two leptons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two opposite-sign leptons, leading (subleading) $p_T &gt; 30$ (20) GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third lepton veto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veto events if any additional lepton with $p_T &gt; 7$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\ell\ell}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$76 &lt; m_{\ell\ell} &lt; 106$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} &gt; 90$ GeV and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T &gt; 0.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p_T (E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}, E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}) &gt; 2.7$ radians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{\text{T}} &lt; 1.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractional $p_T$ difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$-jets veto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N(0\text{-}b\text{-jets}) = 0$ with $b$-jet $p_T &gt; 20$ GeV and $</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

muons ($\mu\mu$). Backgrounds are reduced by removing events with extra leptons or any jets containing $b$-hadrons ("bjets") and by requiring a boosted $Z$ boson which is back to back with the missing transverse momentum vector ($E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$). Therefore, this search requires good measurement and identification of the leptons and jets and precise understanding of the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$.

Electrons are reconstructed from energy deposits in the EM calorimeter matched to a track reconstructed in the ID. Candidate electrons must have $p_T > 7$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 2.47$. Electrons must satisfy a set of likelihood-based identification criteria which are to be chosen approximately 90% efficient and are referred to as the "medium" operating point [68]. Muons are reconstructed from a combined fit of tracks reconstructed independently in the ID and in the MS. Candidate muons must have $p_T > 7$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$. Muons are required to satisfy a set of identification criteria, which are referred to as the "medium" criteria [69]. To suppress cosmic-ray and non-prompt contributions, the absolute value of the longitudinal impact parameter of leptons must be smaller than 0.5 mm, and the transverse impact parameter divided by its error must be less than 5. (3) for electrons (muons). "Loose" isolation criteria [69,68] are applied to remove jets misidentified as leptons or leptons from $b$-hadron decays, and the isolation selection varies as a function of $p_T$ to maintain a uniform efficiency of 90% for signal leptons.

Jets are reconstructed with the anti-$k_T$ algorithm [70] with the radius parameter $R = 0.4$ [71-73]. Candidate jets must have $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.5$. Additional requirements using the track and vertex information inside a jet [74] are applied for jets with $p_T < 60$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$ to suppress pile-up contributions. Candidate $b$-jets ($p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$) are identified with an algorithm providing 85% signal efficiency and a rejection factor of 33 for light-flavor jets [75]. The $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ vector is computed as the negative of the vector sum of transverse momenta of all the leptons and jets, as well as the tracks originating from the primary vertex but not associated with any of the leptons or jets ("soft-term") [76]. Usage of the track-based soft-term, rather than the calorimeter-based one, minimises the impact of pile-up on the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ reconstruction.

Events are required to have a collision vertex associated with at least two tracks each with $p_T > 0.4$ GeV. Candidate events must have exactly two selected electrons or muons with opposite charges and $p_T > 20$ GeV, and the leading lepton is further required to have $p_T > 30$ GeV. To suppress the $WZ$ background, events that contain an extra "soft" lepton are rejected, where the soft leptons satisfy the corresponding "loose" identification criteria and all other lepton selection criteria. The dilepton invariant mass ($m_{\ell\ell}$) is required to be in the range between 76 and 106 GeV to reject background processes with two leptons that do not originate from the prompt decay of a $Z$ boson (non-resonant-$\ell\ell$).

After the above selection ("preselection"), the data sample is still dominated by the $Z +$ jets and non-resonant-$\ell\ell$ processes, and further requirements on $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ and event topology are applied to suppress these backgrounds. Candidate events are required to have $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} > 90$ GeV and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T > 0.6$, where $H_T$ is calculated as the scalar sum of the $p_T$ of the selected leptons and jets. Since the signal processes tend to have a boosted $Z$ boson produced in the direction opposite to $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$, the azimuthal angle difference between the dilepton system and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$, $\Delta \phi(p_\ell \ell, E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}})$, must be larger than 2.7 radians, and the selected leptons must be close to each other, with $\Delta R_{\ell\ell} < 1.8$, all $\Delta R_{\ell 1} < 1.8$. Some of the remaining $Z +$ jets background events have large $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ because of a significant soft-term contribution. To remove these $Z +$ jets events, the absolute difference between the dilepton $p_T (p_T^{\ell\ell})$ and the magnitude of the vector sum of $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ and $p_T$ of all the selected jets ($p_T^{\text{miss, jets}}$) must be no more than 20% of $p_T^{\ell\ell}$. Finally, events containing one or more $b$-jets are vetoed to suppress the $t\bar{t}$ and $Wt$ backgrounds. The event selection criteria are summarised in Table 1. The selection efficiency, defined as the product of the kinematic acceptance and the detector-level reconstruction and selection efficiency, is 10.0% (10.6%) for the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell +$ inv signal with $m_H = 125$ GeV in the $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) channel. For a typical DM signal ($m_{\text{DM}} = 500$ GeV and $m_H = 100$ GeV) to which this search is sensitive, the efficiency is 13.4% (13.7%) for the $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) channel. The signal contribution from the $Z \rightarrow \tau\tau$ decay is found to be negligible, and therefore, only the prompt $Z \rightarrow ee$ ($Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$) decay is considered for the denominator in the efficiency calculation for the $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) channel.

5. Uncertainties and background estimation

The selection efficiencies for the signal processes are subject to theoretical and experimental uncertainties. These systematic uncertainties are also evaluated for the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ distributions, which are used to constrain the existence of new phenomena in this search.

The theoretical uncertainties originate from the PDF choice, the perturbative calculation, and the parton-shower modelling. These uncertainties are estimated in the same manner for both the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell +$ inv and DM signals. The PDF uncertainty covers the 68% CL eigenvector uncertainty [51,55], which is the nominal PDF set used in generating the signal events, as well as the difference between the nominal and alternative PDF sets. The alternative PDF sets used for the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell +$ inv (DM) signal are NNPDF3.0 and MSTW2008NLO [77] (CT14lo [78] and MMHT2014lo68cl [79]). The perturbative uncertainty covers the variations from changing the QCD renormalisation and factorisation scales independently by factors ranging from one half to two. The parton-shower uncertainty is evaluated by varying parameters in the parton shower tunes according to Refs. [56,57]. In addition, the uncertainty in the NLO EW correction to the $p_T^{\ell\ell}$ distribution is considered for the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell +$ inv process. The total theoretical uncertainty is around 5% on the selection efficiencies of both the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell +$ inv and DM signals. The SM $ZH$ production cross-section is assumed in the study of $B_{\text{had}}$, and an uncertainty of 5% [3] is assigned to this prediction. The theoretical uncertainties on the signal $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ distributions are found to be minor.
The major experimental uncertainties relate to the luminosity uncertainty, the momentum scale and resolution of leptons and jets, and the lepton reconstruction and selection efficiencies. Smaller experimental uncertainties that are also considered include uncertainties due to the trigger selection efficiency, the determination of the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ soft-term, the pile-up correction, and the b-jet identification efficiency. All the experimental uncertainties are included in the simulation-based predictions of the signal efficiencies, background yields, and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ shapes. Overall, the total experimental uncertainty on the signal selection efficiency is around 5%, dominated by the jet, lepton and pile-up components. The uncertainty on the combined 2015 and 2016 integrated luminosity is 3.2%, derived following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [80], from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale using x-y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015 and May 2016. The luminosity uncertainty is considered for the background contributions estimated from simulation and for the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell + \text{inv}$ signal prediction when studying $R_{H_{\text{inv}}}$. 

Background contributions are either estimated from simulation or determined using data, as described below. Production of $ZZ$ events constitutes the dominant fraction (59%) of the total background. Some $WZ$ events can be selected if the $W$ boson decay results in an electron or muon escaping detection or a hadronically decaying $\tau$, and this background accounts for 25% of the total background. The $Z + \text{jets}$ process with the $Z$ boson decaying to an $ee$ or $\mu\mu$ pair and poorly reconstructed $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ amounts to about 8% of the total background, and a similar contribution originates from the non-resonant-$\ell\ell$ processes consisting of $Wt$, $Wt\bar{t}$, $WW$ and $Z \rightarrow \tau\tau$ production. Minor contributions (<1%) are expected from the $W + \text{jets}$, $VVV$, and $t\ell\bar{t}V$ backgrounds.

In this search, the $ZZ$ background is estimated from simulation, because the data sample with four charged leptons, which could be used to constrain the $ZZ$ background normalisation, is statistically limited. Overall, the NNLO QCD ($\approx +10\%$) and NLO EW corrections ($\approx -10\%$) to the $ggZZ$ yield are found to cancel each other out. The perturbative uncertainty and the PDF uncertainty (estimated as the CT10 eigenvector uncertainty at the 68% CL) on the $ggZZ$ yield are estimated using the simulated sample, which has NLO accuracy in QCD. These uncertainties are found to be 4% and 2%, respectively. Both the perturbative and PDF uncertainties on the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ shape are also considered for the $ggZZ$ process. In addition, a smaller uncertainty due to the parton-shower modelling is also assigned to the $ggZZ$ yield. An uncertainty of 60% is assigned to the $ggZZ$ yield to cover the perturbative uncertainty on the NLO correction to the production cross-section and the theoretical uncertainty on the selection acceptance. The total experimental uncertainty on the $ZZ$ estimate is about 7%, and the total uncertainty amounts to 10%.

The $WZ$ background contribution predicted by simulation is scaled by a data-driven scale factor that accounts for potential missing higher-order calculations in the simulation. To derive the scale factor, a data control region enriched in $WZ$ events is defined with the preselection criteria, except that a third lepton with $p_T > 20$ GeV and satisfying the medium identification criteria is allowed. In addition, a requirement of $m_T^W > 60$ GeV is imposed in the control region to suppress non-$WZ$ contributions, where $m_T^W$ is constructed from the third lepton’s momentum and the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ vector. The scale factor is then calculated in the control region as the number of data events, after subtracting the non-$WZ$ contributions (estimated from simulation), divided by the predicted $WZ$ yield, and is found to be 1.29. The statistical uncertainties on the $WZ$ estimate is about 2%, due to the limited size of the data control sample. The systematic uncertainty is evaluated for the ratio of the simulated $WZ$ yields in the signal and control regions. The experimental uncertainty on this ratio is about 4%, while the theoretical uncertainty is negligible. The total uncertainty on the $WZ$ estimate is about 5%. Moreover, theoretical uncertainties on the simulation-based $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ shape due to PDF and QCD scales are taken into consideration for the $WZ$ process.

A data-driven method is used to estimate the $Z + \text{jets}$ background. This method defines three independent $Z$-enriched regions (B, C and D) that are disjoint from the signal region A. Then the data yields after subtracting the non-$Z$ contributions in these regions ($N_B$, $N_C$ and $N_D$) are used to predict the $Z + \text{jets}$ contribution in the signal region ($N_A$), calculated as $N_A = N_C / (N_B + N_D)$. An intrinsic assumption of $N_A/N_B = N_C/N_D$ is made for the $Z + \text{jets}$ process. To ensure that this assumption is valid, the control regions are defined so as to have the closure factor $N_A/N_B \times N_D/N_C$ close to unity. The control regions are defined after the preselection, and a requirement of $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} > 60$ GeV and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T > 0.12$ ("cleaning cut") is imposed to remove the low-$E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ phase space that is far away from the signal region. Since the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ and the topological variables used in the event selection are expected to have only a small correlation, they are used to define regions B, C and D. Events are sorted into region B if $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}} < 90$ GeV or $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T < 0.6$ and into region C if satisfying both the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ and $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T$ selections but failing to satisfy any of the remaining criteria, and the rest of the events is estimated constitute region D. The closure factor $N_A/N_B \times N_D/N_C$ is estimated using the simulated $Z + \text{jets}$ events and found to be 1.3 (1.1) for the $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) final state, and both factors are consistent with unity, considering the large statistical uncertainties of the simulated samples and the experimental uncertainties. The major uncertainties on the $Z + \text{jets}$ estimate include the difference between the closure factor and unity ("non-closure") and the experimental and modelling uncertainties on the closure factor. The experimental uncertainty on the closure factor is dominated by the uncertainties on the jet energy scale and resolution. The modelling uncertainty covers the variations from changing the cleaning cut’s values conservatively by 40%. Smaller uncertainties due to the statistical uncertainty of the data and the subtraction of non-$Z$ contributions in the control regions are also considered. A total uncertainty of $^{+90\%}_{-55\%}$ ($^{+27\%}_{-49\%}$) is assigned to the $Z + \text{jets}$ estimate in the $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) channel. Overall, the $Z + \text{jets}$ background contribution in the $ee$ channel has a larger uncertainty than in the $\mu\mu$ channel, due to the larger non-closure and the larger modelling uncertainties in the $ee$ channel. Additionally, an alternative method, which corrects the simulated $Z + \text{jets}$ contribution in the signal region by a data-driven scale factor derived in a sideband region defined by reversing the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T$ cut, yields a consistent result. The $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ distribution for the $Z + \text{jets}$ background is derived from simulation, and the shape uncertainty includes the experimental uncertainties and the difference between the simulated $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ distribution and that observed in data with $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}/H_T < 0.6$. To estimate the non-resonant-$\ell\ell$ background, a control region dominated by the non-resonant-$\ell\ell$ processes is defined by applying all the event selection criteria to the final state with an opposite-sign $e\mu$ pair and large $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$. The non-resonant-$\ell\ell$ contribution in the $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) channel is calculated as one half of the observed data yield after subtracting the contribution from the other background processes in the control region, and then corrected for the difference in the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies between selecting an $e\mu$ pair and an $ee$ ($\mu\mu$) pair. The lepton efficiency correction is derived as the square root of the ratio of the numbers of $\mu\mu$ and $ee$ events in data after the preselection, and this correction is obtained as a function of $p_T$ and $\eta$ of both leptons. The total uncertainty on the non-resonant-$\ell\ell$ estimates is about 14%, including the statistical uncertainty of the data in the control region (13%) and the method bias estimated from
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final state</th>
<th>ee</th>
<th>µν</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed data</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH → ℓℓ + inv (B_{H→inv} = 30%)</td>
<td>32 ± 1 ± 3</td>
<td>34 ± 1 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM (m_{νν} = 500 GeV, m_{H} = 100 GeV) × 0.27</td>
<td>10.8 ± 0.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>11.1 ± 0.3 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backgrounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gqZZ</td>
<td>212 ± 3 ± 15</td>
<td>221 ± 3 ± 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ggZZ</td>
<td>18.9 ± 0.3 ± 11.2</td>
<td>19.3 ± 0.3 ± 11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ</td>
<td>106 ± 2 ± 6</td>
<td>113 ± 3 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z + jets</td>
<td>30 ± 1 ± 28</td>
<td>37 ± 1 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resonant-ℓℓ</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.5 ± 2.0 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total background</td>
<td>399 ± 6 ± 34</td>
<td>426 ± 6 ± 28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Observed E_{miss} distribution in the ee (left) and µµ (right) channel compared to the signal and background predictions. The error band shows the total statistical and systematic uncertainty on the background prediction. The background predictions are presented as they are before being fit to the data. The ratio plot gives the observed data yield over the background prediction (black points) as well as the signal-plus-background contribution divided by the background prediction (blue or purple line) in each E_{miss} bin. The rightmost bin contains the overflow contributions. The ZH → ℓℓ + inv signal distribution is shown with B_{H→inv} = 0.3, which is the value most compatible with data. The simulated DM distribution with m_{νν} = 500 GeV and m_{H} = 100 GeV is also scaled (with a factor of 0.27) to the best-fit contribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

6. Result and interpretations

Table 2 gives the observed data yields, the estimated background contributions, and the expectations for the two signal processes after the final selection. The observed and predicted E_{miss} distributions in the ee and µµ channels are shown in Fig. 2. No significant excess over the SM background expectation is observed.

To examine the compatibility of the data and the signal-plus-background hypothesis, a test statistic is defined using the profile likelihood ratio method [84]. The likelihood function is the product of all the Poisson probability density functions built in individual E_{miss} bins and final states. In each bin the observed number of events in data is represented by a Poisson probability density function with a mean equal to the sum of the predicted signal and background yields. The systematic uncertainties are implemented as nuisance parameters (NPs) constrained by auxiliary Gaussian functions. In most cases, a common NP is used to account for each systematic uncertainty in all the E_{miss} bins and in both the ee and µµ channels. The statistical uncertainty on the Z + jets estimate is treated as being uncorrelated between the ee and µµ channels, and the statistical uncertainties of the simulated samples are uncorrelated among all bins and final states. A frequentist method with the CLs formalism [85] is then applied to set upper limits on the overall signal contribution, which is the parameter of interest left free in the test statistic.

There is a small data excess in the µµ channel, and the p-value for the compatibility of the data and the background-only hypothesis is 0.014, which corresponds to a significance of about 2.2σ.
Combining the ee and $\mu\mu$ channels, the p-value becomes 0.06 (1.5$\sigma$). Assuming the signal-plus-background hypothesis, the compatibility between the ee and $\mu\mu$ channels is found to be 1.4$\sigma$.

Table 3 gives the 95% CL upper limits on $B_{H\rightarrow inv}$, assuming the SM prediction for the $ZH$ production cross-section. As a result of the small data excess observed in this search, the observed limit is less stringent than the expected one. Using the combined $ee$ and $\mu\mu$ channel, the observed and expected limits on $B_{H\rightarrow inv}$ are 67% and 39%, respectively. The corresponding observed (expected) limit on the production cross-section of the $ZH \rightarrow \ell\ell + inv$ process is 40 (23) fb at the 95% CL, where only the prompt $Z \rightarrow ee$ and $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ decays are considered. When the signal-plus-background model is fit to the data, the best-fit $B_{H\rightarrow inv}$ is $(30 \pm 20)\%$, where the data statistical and systematic uncertainties are about 13% and 16%, respectively. The dominant sources of the systematic uncertainty are the theoretical uncertainties on the qqZZ and ggZZ predictions, the luminosity uncertainty, the uncertainties in the data-driven estimation of the WZ and Z + jets backgrounds, and the jet energy scale and resolution uncertainties.

Fig. 3 gives the 95% CL exclusion limit in the two-dimensional phase space of WIMP mass $m_H$ and mediator mass $m_{med}$ derived using the combined $ee + \mu\mu$ channel, where the underlying dark matter model assumes an axial-vector mediator, fermionic WIMPs, and a specific scenario of the coupling parameters ($g_H^Z = 0.25$, $g_X^Z = 1$). From the observed limits at the 95% CL, the mediator mass $m_{med}$ is excluded up to 560 GeV for a light WIMP, while the WIMP mass $m_H$ is excluded up to 130 GeV for $m_{med} = 400$ GeV. For the bulk of the phase space, the observed limit is weaker than the expected one by about $1\sigma$. The compatibility of the observed and expected limits is better than that for the $B_{H\rightarrow inv}$ limits, mainly because the sensitivity region for the DM signals has larger $E_{T}^{miss}$ and the difference between the observed yield and the background expectation is less statistically significant at high $E_{T}^{miss}$.

7. Conclusion

This Letter presents a search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson or WIMPs produced in association with a Z boson using 36.1 fb$^{-1}$ of data collected by the ATLAS detector in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV at the LHC. The search is carried out in the $\ell\ell + E_{T}^{miss}$ final state. There is no significant data excess above the expectation of the SM backgrounds. An observed (expected) upper limit of 67% (39%) is set on $B_{H\rightarrow inv}$ at the 95% CL for $m_H = 125$ GeV, which can be compared to the observed (expected) 95% CL limit of 75% (62%) derived in the same final state using the ATLAS data collected at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 8 TeV. The expected $B_{H\rightarrow inv}$ limit is much improved compared to the previous one, while the improvement in the observed limit is marginal due to the small data excess observed in this search. The corresponding observed (expected) limit on the production cross-section of the $ZH$ process with prompt $Z \rightarrow ee$ and $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ decays and invisible Higgs boson decays is 40 (23) fb at the 95% CL. Finally, exclusion limits are placed on masses in a simplified dark matter model with an axial-vector mediator and fermionic WIMPs. The mediator mass $m_{med}$ is excluded up to 560 GeV at the 95% CL for a light WIMP, while the WIMP mass $m_H$ is excluded up to 130 GeV for $m_{med} = 400$ GeV. The constraint on the existence of dark matter from this search provides another input to the global search for dark matter at the LHC.
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